Robot Barbarossa:  Russian Front, 1941 - General Rules - Landscape, min. mrgns – 24Feb20 - © 2019 Louis R. Coatney
									COMBAT RESULTS TABLES:
Die Roll				Ground Combat							Airpower - See aerial rules.
A	B	1:5	1:4	1:3	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1	5:1	6:1	7:1	Aerial Combat			Bombing

1	6	D/AE	D	D	D2	D2	D2	DX	DE	DE	DE	DE	DE	Russian Shot Down		D
2	5	AE	D/AD	D/AD	D1	D1	D1	D2	DX	DE	DE	DE	DE	Russian Shot Down		D
3	4	AE	AE	AD	D/AD	D	D1	D1	D2	DX	DE	DE	DE	Russian Intercepted/Disrupted	D (German LFs only)
4	3	AE	AE	AE	X	D/AD	X	D	D1	D2	DX	DE	DE	Russian Intercepted/Disrupted	-
5	2	AE	AE	AE	AE	X	D/AD	X	X/2	D1	D2	DX	DE	Luftwaffe Intercepted/Dsrptd	-
6	1	AE	AE	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	X	X	X/2	D1	D2	DX	Luftwaffe Intercepted/Dsrptd	AA?
Note:  Attacks less than 1:5 odds not allowed.  Pressed attacks may be made, unless the lower odds would be below 1:5.
COMBAT RESULTS DEFINITIONS:
·	DE = Defenders ELIMINATED.  Attackers advance as for D2.  Attacks against factor-unmodified 0-factor units are automatically DE.
·	DX = Defenders ELIMINATED for attacks including German units.  EXchange for the Russians and allied units attacking alone - in Mud and Snow for the Germans too.
·	D2 = All Defending units are DISRUPTED and faced toward the enemy.  They are retreated 0-2 hexes, as the Attacker chooses, but the Defender chooses their route of retreat.  If the Attacker is robot, the retreat is automatically 2.  If the Defender is robot, the Attacker must retreat it according to its defensive priorities.
·	D1 = Defenders RETREATED 0-1 hexes as Attacker chooses - retreat route chosen by Defender - and DISRUPTED.  A live Defender may then voluntarily retreat 1 more, if he wishes and in any direction.  German (and involved ally) Blitzkrieg is possible.
·	D = All Defending Units DISRUPTED and faced toward the enemy.  Defender may voluntarily choose to retreat up to 2 hexes in any direction, but the Attacker may then advance accordingly.  See Tactical Retreats and Advances.
·	X = EXchange.  Defending units are eliminated at least to a number of the Defender’s factors (including additional terrain defensive factors) which can be covered by the attacker, even if the attacker's factors can only cover 1 or 2 defending units - any others being Disrupted. If the attacking units can't cover the loss of any defending units, it becomes a D/AE result instead. If exchanging with 2-factor Russian tank units on the attack, participating German panzerkorps must be lost first to cover those units' factors (before any other units), and Russian tank units must be exchanged first against panzkerkorps.  Surviving attackers tactically advance as for a D1 combat result. X/2 = Attacker loses half Defender's - round fractions up.  If possible without any additional cost, German units must be lost/EXchanged before Axis allied units for diplomatic/political reasons, and Axis attacks may not risk losing Axis allied units in an EXchange.
·	AD = Attackers Disrupted and faced toward the enemy to so indicate.
·	AE = Attackers (equal to defense factors and armor covering armor) Eliminated.  Any surviving attackers suffer AD result.
General Rule:  Hexes containing UnDisrupted German armies which are adjacent to both an attacking Russian unit and a fellow defending Axis unit that is being attacked must also be attacked, unless separated by an impassable hex-side.  If the German army is being attacked, an adjacent UnDisrupted German unit adjacent to both the German army and the attacker must also be attacked.  A German attack may be cancelled at any time, except not after revealing a hidden Russian unit.  Russian attacks may not be cancelled.  Combat odds cannot be more than doubled by attacking column shifts - although they can be less than halved by defensive shifts - and then any defensive combat shifts are applied.

Blitzkrieg:  On a D1 - but not a No Retreat! D1, which becomes just a D - or better including an EXchange, German units (and any allied units with them) may then Blitzkrieg (advance?) and attack again - and combine with other initial or Blitzkrieg attacks.  German armies may attack again, but may not move/advance to do so or Tactically Advance after Blitzkrieg combat.  German panzers may advance 1 hex before attacking again, as long as it isn't cross-river or into forest without being on a road - 1 hex and no attack like infantry if that is the case - or may instead advance 2 hexes without attacking via good terrain or roads.  All other units including accompanying units may attack adjacent Russian units or instead advance 1 hex.  If a panzer or tank unit did not have to move to make a Blitzkrieg attack, it may Tactically Advance 2 hexes - all other units are otherwise limited to 1 hex for Blitzkrieg attacks, except for Axis armies.

Pressed Attack Option:  If a live German Player - or for the German robot in the last 3 turns of the game and within 3 hexes of Leningrad, Moscow, or Rostov only - chooses a Pressed Attack, his attacking odds are increased 1 or 2 combat odds columns on the 3 best die roll numbers and reduced 1 or 2 combat odds columns, respectively, on the 3 worst.  For (live only) Russians, the odds can only be increased 1 combat odds column and are dropped 2 for the worst.  Worst rolls cannot be at less than 1:5 odds, and 3:2 counts as a full column.
Armor/Panzer Overrun:  If there are tank/panzer units equal to defending infantry units and not attacking across or into actively adverse terrain (including major cities), for those infantry units a D2 combat result becomes a DE.  Any defending German panzer unit in a stack prevents this.  For the Russians, the defense factors of defending tank units in a stack are instead subtracted from the attacking German panzer units' factors, to see if the Germans can still commit an armor overrun.

Retreat Routes:  The first retreat hex must not be adjacent to attackers' hexes, unless all attackers in the adjacent hex are 0s or the only possible retreat route is onto or through a hex occupied by a friendly unit not under a still-unresolved attack.  Thereafter, the retreat must be away from the attackers' hexes if possible - although if that is not possible that doesn't eliminate them, and during voluntary Defender retreats it may be in any direction, but preferably back down its sector.  Any units forced to retreat off the mapboard or across an all-sea or unfrozen lake hex-side are eliminated.
Surrounded/Retreat Impossible/"No Retreat!" Orders:  If the defending units are surrounded and unable to retreat, D1->D, and D2 ->DE. A live Defender may voluntarily give No Retreat! orders to UnDisrupted units with the same combat results.  If he does so, the Russian Player must issue such an order for all his units for an entire German player-turn, while the Axis Player may selectively issue them to his defenders. Thus, in a 2-player game, the attacking Russian player must always ask the German if he chooses “No Retreat!” before a battle is resolved; otherwise, a D1 is considered a D.  Axis allied units are never given No Retreat! orders.  Russian or robot German units defending a victory or factory city are always under No Retreat! orders.

Disrupted Units:  ... are faced toward the opposing player, and may not move or attack until Recovered.  An attack on a Disrupted unit gets shifted 1 column up, and if some units in a stack are Disrupted and others not, combat results for them are read under different results columns.  Disrupted units retain any defensive factor bonuses from terrain.
Recovery from Disruption:  All German units can be recovered from Disruption at the end of the German player's player-turn, and Russian Siberian (white) Shock Armies are recovered at the end of the Russian turn.  Other Russian units are recovered at the end of the (first) German operational movement phase if not being attacked or after the (first) German operational combat phase, if not Re-Disrupted in that. Axis allied units are similarly disadvantaged.

Tactical Advances (for attackers only) After Defender Retreats:
  All units may tactically advance a minimum of 1 hex.  If the defender voluntarily retreats farther than a D or D1 result requires, the attacker may accordingly advance farther with units able to do so.  Units extra to the hex-side attacking limit may accompany advance and if German&Axis may be active for a following, Blitzkrieg attack.
  Victorious attacking units may - robot attackers must - tactically advance into or through the vacated .  On a D2 or better result, pure tank/panzer and cavalry units may advance up to 2 hexes in Good or Hard Frost weather and Russian tank units and the Rumanian cavalry in all weather, unless crossing an unfrozen river or moving into forest where there is no road/bridge
  The defended hex must be advanced into (and/or through) by attacking units at least equal to the defenders' modified defensive factor strength, if possible.  Other units participating in the attack may tactically advance into unoccupied hexes adjacent to the defended one, as long as there would be no additional movement cost, and for the robot player, they must do so in its last combat phase for the turn - whatever advances farthest, unless exposed to potential 3:1 attack or higher.  If a panzer or tank unit did not have to move to make a Blitzkrieg attack, it may Tactically Advance 2 hexes - all other units are otherwise limited to 1 hex for Blitzkrieg attacks, except for Axis armies.

"Stacking” Limit:
  There may be any number of units in a hex, but only 4 may attack across each hex-side.  For the Axis no more than 1 of these 4 may be an army and 2 be panzerkorps.
"Zones of Control":  Hexes adjacent to units do not stop enemy units’ movement.  See Supply rules for their effect on supply.

  Operational Movement:  A unit's operational movement factor can be changed by weather or supply. Normally, in each movement impulse the German panzer and truck-mounted motorized infantry and Katyushas may move 4 hexes, Russian tank and all Axis infantry 3, and Russian infantry armies 2.
  Operational Movement Bonus (OMB):  Units which are not going to attack units may move extra hexes.  For Axis units this bonus is 1 hex.  For Russians, it is 2.  An eligible unit always gets its OMB - it is not affected by weather or supply.
  Road Movement:  Tank, mechanized, and motorized units may move twice as fast along active roads.  Infantry units - except German&Axis armies - move 1 additional hex.

Terrain Effects - Cumulative - Disrupted and 0-factor units can still receive a bonus – a unit cannot have its factor more than doubled on defense:
·	Forest:  +1 defense factor if any infantry.  No Armor Overrun.  +1 movement cost for German panzers and motorized units and all Axis armies.  All Axis units limited to 1-hex Tactical Advance, unless (for panzers, motorized, and cavalry) along a road.  Luftwaffe close support -1 odds column shift.
·	Cross-Rivers and -Lakes:  If more than half of the attackers are attacking cross-river, combat odds are shifted down 1 column.  Unless along a road, crossing or attacking across an unfrozen river costs German panzer/motorized units and armies 1 extra operational movement hex, and their Tactical Advances are only 1 hex.  No moving or attacking across an unfrozen lake.
·	Major Cities:  One infantry-type unit defending in a major city gets a +1 factor bonus.  In Moscow and Leningrad, as many as 2 Russian armies do.
·	Fortresses: Leningrad, Moscow, Tula, Brest, and Sevastopol have an intrinsic 1 defense factor each which can only be (permanently) destroyed by a D2 or stronger combat result or an Exchange.
·	
Weather Effects:
·	Mud:  Only the Minsk to Moscow and East Prussia to Riga roads still still gives a Road Movement bonus and only on the first turn of Mud.  Only the Russians get Armor Overrun.  In Mud turns, the only units able to move more than 2 hexes are Russian tank units.  -1 odds column shift when attacking.  DX = EXchange.
·	Hard Frost:  Is treated the same as Good for all purposes, and all roads' movement bonuses are again active.
·	Snow:  All roads remain active.  All rivers and lakes are frozen and may be attacked or moved across without penalty.  In the first Snow weather turn, all German units' movement is 2 and all Tactical Advances are only 1 hex, and there are no air operations.  Thereafter, German panzer units may move 3, and Tactically Advance the normal 2.  -1 odds column shift against Axis attacks. In Snow, Shock armies Tactically Advance like Russian tank units.  DX = EXchange.
·	 Weather Determination:  Turn 0 (May 1941) 50% chance of Mud, if a live German player chooses to invade then.  Turns 1-4 Good weather.  There is a 2/3 chance Turn 5 will be Mud, otherwise it is Good.  If Turn 5 was Mud, then Turn 6 is Hard Frost (Good).  If Turn 5 was Good, Turn 6 is SNOW.  Turns 7-8 are Snow.
·	
Airpower – German Luft Flotte and Russian Front aviation units cannot be combined, except in the latter case with the Moscow or Leningrad Interceptor units:
  Close Air Support and Bombing:  German luftflotten add 2 odds column shifts to an attack – in the case of 2. Luftflotte, 3 – reduced 1 shift each if against forest or major cities or fortresses or if during Mud or Snow weather.  Russian front aviation units add 1 column shift regardless of terrain or weather.  Air units may intercept, and robot air must intercept.  A German Luftflotte can support just one of the Blitzkrieg attacks developing from an initial attack it supported.
  Instead of close air support, an air unit may bomb a hex - up to 2 hexes away from a Russian army or Russian controlled city or town and up to 4 hexes away from a German army - rolling individually for each enemy unit in it.  Units suffer bombing result Ds in place - they may not retreat.  A German air unit attacking a victory city or fortress may be Intercepted by an AntiAircraft die roll during the attack, and a Russian air unit can be as well if attacking a German army (which must be attacked first, in a hex).  The die roll is shifted by terrain against the bombing die roll like the close air support shift bonuses are.  D(Lw) means it is effective only for the German luftflotten.
  Interceptor Units:  Intercept before front aviation units do. Their range is only 1 hex outside their base cities.  Combat results/consequences are the same.
  Luftwaffe Aerial Resupply (during owning player's Supply Status Determination Phase):  A luft flotte can be used to supply all the out-of-supply units in any one hex within its range.  Such missions can also be intercepted, of course.
  All Robot Air units intercept and close-support or bomb once in each phase if at all possible and may not leave their army group/front lanes, except when 2. LuftFlotte is wthdrawn.  Even live-players' air units may not leave their lanes, except in the case of 2. LuftFlotte's withdrawal.
  Only 1 Russian air unit may be replaced per turn – none, if the airplane factory is lost.

Russian Katyusha rocket detachments:
A Katyusha unit may not attack if it is Unsupplied or Disrupted.  It can add a one-column shift in the odds of a Russian attack in the Western Front sector.  If not stacked with - protected by - other Russian units, it can be moved through and automatically eliminated by any Axis unit.  Once lost, a Katyusha regiment cannot be replaced.



Replacements, Reinforcements, Russian Strategic Rail and Sea Movement, the Siberian Reserve Gamble, and the Withdrawal of 2. Luft Flotte.  There are no Axis replacements.  German reinforcements arrive on their scheduled turn on any hex behind the Germany/USSR border.
  Except for the irreplaceable shock armies and katyusha units, eliminated Russian units are returned upside-down to the replacements pile off-board.
  Each turn after the first, the Russians receive 3 UnDisrupted replacement infantry armies on Moscow, 2 on Leningrad, and 1 on each major city and fortress - they still have under control and in overland supply in all cases - plus 1 Disrupted from off-board to the east and 1 UnDisrupted from off-board to the south(east).  On the second, "call-up" turn the minimum per replacement source is 2.  If Moscow, Leningrad, and Kiev are surrounded, they may continue to receive 1 replacement army per turn up to the limit of 2 units.  They receive 2 tank units - UnDisrupted - on each of their 2 active factories on the board, plus 1 pair Disrupted from Stalingrad off-board.  Surplus Russian replacement factors cannot be accumulated from turn to turn. During their Replacements phase, live Russian players may voluntarily eliminate any of their units (including those out of supply) to re-enter the game as replacements.  Russian units which cannot be replaced are marked with a red cross (+) in their lower right corner.  Russian replacements enter from northern, eastern, and south mapboard edge hexes not occupied by Axis units. Infantry units remain hidden even from live Russian players, until combat.  1 Russian air unit can be replaced per turn, unless the factory is withdrawn from Moscow to Siberia. 
  Russian Rail Movement:  Units can be moved beyond their operational movement limit to any hex which was in supply and closer to a Russian unit or city or town under Russian control than to an Axis unit or city or town under Axis control at the beginning of the Russian player-turn, but they are then Disrupted upon arriving/de-training.
  Weak Russian infantry replacements – Fantasia a la Adolf:  At the start of his 2nd turn, a die is rolled by/for either a live or robot Russian player.  If the number is one of the 2 bad numbers chosen, Russian infantry replacements can be no more than 6 per turn.
  Factory Evacuation:  Whenever the live Russian player wishes or whenever the Axis get within 3 hexes of a Russian robot's factory, it must be evacuated (and is revealed), starting during the Russian player-turn (instead of the factory producing, of course).  A factory is flipped to its "Loading" side, or an unknown Russian tank factory is faced toward the Axis player as though it were Disrupted.  The next turn it is removed to the Turn Record Track to 3 turns later, at which time it resumes production off the mapboard in Siberia.
  Russian Siberian Reserve Reinforcements ... and Gamble:  In any turn, the Russian player may begin entering his Siberian Reserve (white) shock army reinforcements.  2 arrive in the first wave/turn on or adjacent to any Russian unit or city or town in supply from the mapboard edge - with 1 per turn thereafter.  If the Russian player waits until Gameturn 7 - December - they start entering then automatically and without risk.  However, in the Replacement phase of each turn they are entered prior to Gameturn 7 - the die is rolled, and if the number the Axis Player has chosen is rolled, Japan has invaded the Far Eastern Military District, and the Germans immediately win a Smashing Strategic Victory worth 2 games!  A robot Russian player automatically brings in the Siberians in a turn a German unit is adjacent to Moscow and in supply - or in the "safe" December turn otherwise.
  2. Luft Flotte is withdrawn from the game after the end of the October turn, and Army Group North's 1. Luft Flotte is moved down to it.
  Strategic Sea Movement:  Each side may attempt to move 1 unit each through the Baltic and Black/Sea of Azov seas.  If the sea is under friendly control, the opposing player makes a 17% attack roll to try to sink the unit.  If the sea is under enemy control, the opposing player gets a 50% attack roll to sink it.  No unit may move by sea through the Kerch Straits if either shore is controlled by the enemy.


Supply: 
·	A supply line can be any length of hexes from the owner’s mapboard side to any hex not closer to an enemy unit or enemy-controlled city/town than a friendly one.
·	An UnDisrupted unit Unsupplied at the instant it moves has a movement factor of 2 and gets no road bonus, but its Operational Movement is unaffected.
·	At the moment of combat:  Attacks against unsupplied units are raised 1 combat odds column.  Attacks which include any Unsupplied Unts are reduced by an odds column shift.
·	An UnDisrupted Unsupplied unit is Disrupted during its Supply Status Determination Phase.  A Disrupted Unsupplied unit is eliminated during its Supply Status Determination Phase.  However, any Unsupplied one unit can survive - Disrupted - indefinitely on a major city and 2 each Russian units on Leningrad, Moscow, Kiev, and Sevastopol.
·	If the Russians take Ploesti, German panzerkorps operational movement is reduced to 2 and maximum tactical advance reduced to 1.
·	Whoever controls Sevastopol can supply its units on Black Sea coastal hexes if no other way.  If Sevastopol and both sides of the Kerch Strait are in friendly control, units on Azov Sea coastal hexes are in supply (if no other way) too.  Kønigsberg and Tallinn have the same powers for the Baltic Sea and Gulf of Finland.
Robot Directives: Robot Objectives, in order of priority – attacks at the best possible odds:
·	Keeping and defending its own supply line, including wiping out bypassed units.
·	Maintaining a defensive line.  Robot losses for each sector should be made up with replacements or reinforcements for each unit type each turn, with the attack or defense of the most vital objectives in gravest danger getting relative priority - especially Moscow, since the Germans getting too close triggers the Siberian Reserve.
·	For the Axis robot, rescuing its units from pockets, unless a game-winning victory objective city can be immediately taken instead.
·	Advancing toward and attacking to take - or defending and pushing back from - victory objectives/cities. Not concentrating units, if enemy has air supremacy.
·	Eliminating as many enemy units as possible, by pocketing rather than frontal assaults and exchanges - if possible.
·	For the Russian robot, rescuing its units from pockets.
Robot Units' Allocation, Deployment, and then Movement - Defensively and then Offensively:
  Allocation of Robot Forces and Objectives:  For the Axis robot, Leningrad is the ultimate objective for Army Group North, Moscow for Army Group Center, and Rostov for Army Group South and conversely those are the Russian robot's primary priorities in defending.  The Lines of Advance/Defense are “Rollbahnen”/roads - leading from the German army groups' starting positions to their ultimate objective cities.  Other victory cities on the way become local objectives as well.  Except in the case of irresistible pockets, robot Axis units may never stray from their army group lanes until the ultimate objective is taken and all eastern mapboard edge hexes in its sector are occupied. (Then, the sector's most powerful units may be transferred to an adjacent sector needing them the most.)  German infantrie korps may be "stolen" from adjacent army groups to fill gaps in a defensive line.  Axis allied units always stay in Army Group South's/AGS's sector. Whether for a robot air unit to support a ground attack or to bomb a hex in range is decided by the most enemy factors which can be Disrupted or destroyed.  Units may support better-odds or higher-priority attacks in other, adjacent sectors, as long as they wouldn't have to advance after combat across sector lines or be used in exchanges.
  Maskirovka:  All Russian robot units are hidden - upside down - until identified at the instant of combat, and then remain face up.  Axis units are always face up.
      Note:  Unrevealed Russian units are just assumed to be 1s by the Axis robot, for replacement and combat calculation purposes.
  The Basic (Defensive) Line for Both Robots/Sides:  Every front line hex must be occupied by a robot unit - known and at least 1-factor UnDisrupted, if possible - already in it or starting as close as possible and moved to it, if at all possible. If the hex is adjacent to 3 or more enemy units, there must at least 2 units or known factors in it if possible. The most units and the most preferred units must be on the Rollbahn hexes and then 1 less factor per hex out to the flank, as long as the the minimum defensive line is maintained.  There should be backup units behind the front line on the Rollbahnen.  If there aren’t enough units to do what has just been described, then the front line should be straightened if possible.  Units should be positioned to get best defensive strength on the line.
  Russian Robot Defense Specifics:  1 Russian infantry unit each for Moscow, Leningrad, and Sevastopol must be kept on those cities at all times.  When Axis units are within 2 hexes of these and other victory cities and factory cities, 4 for Moscow, 3 for Leningrad, and 2 for the others should be on them - and if possible known and as strong as possible.  All other Russian units must be on - moved to - the front.  There should be 1 more unit on a Rollbahn hex than otherwise required, if possible.  Then 1 unit should be placed one hex behind on the Rollbahn to limit breakthroughs.  For the Russians the preference is an infantry army and then a mech korps – strongest positions possible.  If there are more Russian units on the board than Axis units at the start of the Axis turn, the Russian units are automatically under No Retreat! orders. Russian units should attack out of a pocket, if possible.
  Axis Robot Defense Specifics:  For the Axis, the preferred units on a defensive line are German armies, then a Rumanian army, then German infantrie korps, then panzerkorps (which are conserved as much as possible for attacking), and finally any allied unit – strongest positions possible. 
  Russian Robot Attacks:  In any turn the Russian robot must attack if it can get 3:2 odds or better wherever possible - without opening actual holes in its own minimum defensive line - and maybe a little more with any odd factors/units which enable that.  Shock armies enter the game on optimal hexes for higher odds attack.
  German Robot Attacks  The weakest points in the Russian line are determined.  The possible attacking combat odds against any one point from movable German robot units in reach are determined, and the best attacking odds in relation to a Rollbahn - axis of attack or defense - are determined, descending 1 odds column per hex away from a Rollbahn. (For example:  If the German robot can get 2:1 against a Russian position on a Rollbahn but only a 3:1 against a hex next ot it, then it should take the 2:1.  However, if the attack against the next hex would be 4:1 – keeping in mind the chance for a second breakthrough/Blitzkrieg attack and pocketing of Russian units – then it should take the 4:1.)  4:1 is preferred, but as low as 2:1 is acceptable.  Starting Turn 5, 4:1 is still desired but as low as 1:1 is acceptable to advance toward a victory city.  Every turn there should be as many as 2 attacks by Army Group North (if possible), 3 by Army Group Center, and 3 by Army Group South … within their AGN, AGC, AGS sectors.  In the later turns, the Axis robot must make pressed attacks if necessary to get the minimum odds.
  For the Axis Robot, if 9 or more Russian units – a victory objective city's points counting - can be pocketed, Axis units to do it must be diverted, even from a different army group sector albeit then to be returned after the pocket succeeds or fails.

OR you can just do what you logically would do as a live player instead of the robot.  :-)

Game-turn Sequence:
·	A. Axis Player Turn
·	1. Reinforcements and Commitment (and possible Russian interception) of Luftflotte for aerial resupply
·	2. Axis Operational Phase - Turn any unit 90°, if it has finished its operational movement and attacking for the turn.
·	a. Axis Operational Movement
·	b. Recovery from Disruption of all Russian Disrupted units not being attacked.
·	c. Individual German Attack Allocations (with Possible Russian Air Interception), Resolution of those attacks with any enabled Blitzkrieg attacks immediately resolved, and Tactical Advances after combat - with attacked Disrupted Russian units which are not re-Disrupted being Recovered from Disruption then.
·	3. Russian Victory Determination
·	4. Axis Units' Supply Status Determination and Aerial Supply.
·	5. Recovery from Disruption of All German Units and turning back of the 90°-turned pieces.
·	B. Russian Player Turn:
·	1. Russian Replacement and Reinforcement and Strategic/Rail Movement.
·	2. Russian Attacks before Operational Movement and Attacks
·	3. Russian Operational Phase:
·	a. Russian Operational Movement and Allocation of ALL Attacks with possible German Air Interception
·	b. Recovery from Disruption of Axis allied Disrupted units not being attacked.
·	c. Resolution of Russian Attacks and Tactical Advances after combat - with attacked Disrupted Axis allied units which are not re-Disrupted being Recovered from Disruption.
·	4. Russian Units' Supply Status Determination
·	5. Recovery from Disruption of Russian Shock Armies
·	6. German Victory Determination

A unit may be operationally moved only once per operational movement phase by the owning player.  A unit may additionally be tactically moved - advanced after a successful attack it has participated in or retreated in defense during the opponent‘s combat resolution phase.

Victory Conditions:
·	Victory is determined in the Victory Determination Phase (VDP).  See also the Siberian Reserve Gamble rule.
·	The German player - robot or live - wins an Historical Victory if he has units in supply in sufficient victory objectives in his VDP.  Moscow is worth 5 victory points,  Leningrad 3, Rostov 2, and Smolensk, Kiev, Dnepropetrovsk, Voronezh, and Sevastopol are 1 each.  (Cutting off from off-board supply Leningrad or Moscow yields 1 or 2 points, respectively.)  A destroyed factory is worth 1 victory point to the Germans.  To win, the Germans must have 7 victory points.
·	"Official, precise" Russian array setup.  If the overall Russian infantry strength in the game proves to have been Strong the German victory requirement is lowered by 2.  If the Russian tank strength is Strong, the German victory requirement is lowered by 1.  The reverse is true for both branches if the strengths are Weak.  This system increases the probability of extreme - Weak and Strong - results, but prevents greater extremes.
·	Free, totally random and much faster, "Bell Curve" selection instead, of the 18 Russian tank and 36 Russian infantry units - total factors counted at end of game:  Infantry:  Very Weak (increasing the Axis victory requirement 3 points!) is 24 or less, Weak is 25-30 (+2 points), Normal is 31-36 (0 VP change), Strong is 37-42 (-2 points), and Very Strong 43 and higher (-3 points).  Tank:  Very Weak (increasing Axis victory requirement 2 points) is 12 or less, Weak is 13-15, Normal is 16-18 (0 VP change), Strong is 19-21 (-1), and Very Strong is 22 and higher (-2).
·	For "live" Axis players, if a teammate wins less than 3 points in his lane, he gets less credit for an Axis win and more credit for a defeat - it being worth *2* game losses?  Conversely, for "live" Russian players, if the German robot wins 3 points or more in his lane, he gets less credit for a Russian win and more credit for a defeat.  (We chronically incompetent commanders/players (as many of us designers are) should be duly recognized.  :-) )
·	If the Russian player is "live," the Axis robot gets 1 additional victory point.

Setting up the game and First Turn rules:
·	Live or robot, Axis units must start – attack from – their positions indicated on the map.  After that, a live German player may move his German units anywhere.  If the Russians are the robot, hidden units of the appropriate unit type are placed on the historical starting positions of the unit types, after the 2 (of the 3) groups each of the upside-down tank and infantry units are prepared and randomly selected.   A live Russian player prepares and deploys his units as he would for a robot, but then throughout the game may peek to see his mekhanized korps - I recommend using the stand-up pieces for them instead - but not his rifle units.  OR INSTEAD - less surprising/exciting - a live Russian player/side may choose to play with historical Russian units face-up in their locations marked on the board - only the mekhanized korps listed on the mapboad are used in this game - with the rest of the (28. A through 46. A) 36 total infantry armies turned upside down and randomly mixed for replacement.
·	The German 2. Army is Disrupted on Warsaw in June 1941.
·	Axis units may not attack from Rumania until July, and a live Axis player is not required to attack from Rumania at all, although he will want to move the German units out of Rumania (without attacking from Rumanian territory itself) that turn, if Rumania doesn't enter the war.  Axis allied units may not leave the Army Groups South area of operations voluntarily and must return as soon as possible if they had been forced by Russian attacks to do so.
·	Throughout the first turn, for air-to-air combat, German luftflotten get a shift of 1 on the die roll to their advantage.

"Official, Precise" (Hidden) Russian Force Arrays - 2 out of 3 blindly chosen - all initially unused armies must be used up as replacements before eliminated units are.  See Victory Conditions for Free Arrays instead.
Armor:  After hidden, random selection, live Russian players may peek at their tank units to see their strengths, but those remain concealed for the opponent's' - robot or live - attack calculations until attacked/identified.
Strong=3:  4 2s, 4 1s, 1 0	Total factors: 	12
Medium=2:  2 2s, 5 1s, 2 0s			  9
Weak=1:  6 1s, 3 0s				  6
Infantry - 4 each (including 4 2s for Strong group) withheld from Replacement Pool, until start of Russian 2nd player-turn.
Strong=3:  9 2s, 7 1s, 3 0s			25
Medium=2:  5 2s, 8 1s, 5 0s			18
Weak=1:  1 2, 9 1s, 7 0s				11

Free, totally random and much faster, "Bell Curve" selection instead, of the 18 Russian tank and 36 Russian infantry units - total factors counted at end of game:  Infantry:  Very Weak (increasing the Axis victory requirement 3 points!) is 24 or less, Weak is 25-30 (+2 points), Normal is 31-36 (0 VP change), Strong is 37-42 (-2 points), and Very Strong 43 and higher (-3 points).  Tank:  Very Weak (increasing Axis victory requirement 2 points) is 12 or less, Weak is 13-15, Normal is 16-18 (0 VP change), Strong is 19-21 (-1), and Very Strong is 22 and higher (-2).



Unit Data: 
·	Unit Abbreviations:  PzKps = Panzerkorps
·	Unit Symbols:  A criss-cross in the box indicates infantry.  If it has a birdie too, it is parachute.
·	Unit Factor:  A single combat factor on the units is for both attack and defense, although the latter can be modified.  If there are two factors, the first is attack and the second defense.  Check the movement rules for the movement factors.
Credits:
Game Design:  Lou Coatney
Map Design:  Lou Coatney
Graphics:  Lou Coatney
Players:  Lou Coatney, Tor Mæhlum, Thorsten, Fred Førde/Forde






										TABLES

									COMBAT RESULTS TABLES:
Die Roll				Ground Combat							Airpower - See aerial rules.
A	B	1:5	1:4	1:3	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1	5:1	6:1	7:1	Aerial Combat			Bombing

1	6	D/AE	D	D	D2	D2	D2	DX	DE	DE	DE	DE	DE	Russian Shot Down		D
2	5	AE	D/AD	D/AD	D1	D1	D1	D2	DX	DE	DE	DE	DE	Russian Shot Down		D
3	4	AE	AE	AD	D/AD	D	D1	D1	D2	DX	DE	DE	DE	Russian Intercepted/Disrupted	D (German LFs only)
4	3	AE	AE	AE	X	D/AD	X	D	D1	D2	DX	DE	DE	Russian Intercepted/Disrupted	-
5	2	AE	AE	AE	AE	X	D/AD	X	X/2	D1	D2	DX	DE	Luftwaffe Intercepted/Disrupted	-
6	1	AE	AE	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	X	X	X/2	D1	D2	DX	Luftwaffe Intercepted/Disrupted	AA?
Note:  Attacks less than 1:5 odds not allowed.  Pressed attacks may be made, unless the lower odds would be below 1:5.



								MOVEMENT ALLOWANCES:
					Good/Hard Frost		Mud			Snow
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 			3+1(OMB)		2+1		2+1		
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, etc.
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		4+1			2+1		2+1 first Snow, then 3+1
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			4+1			3+1		3+1
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				2+2			2+2		2+2
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		3+2			3+2		3+2
	Note:  Axis armies do not get the Road Movement Bonus. Only Russian units may move by Rail.






Weather Effects:
·	Mud:  Only the Minsk to Moscow and East Prussia to Riga roads still still gives a Road Movement bonus and only on the first turn of Mud.  Only the Russians get Armor Overrun.  In Mud turns, the only units able to move more than 2 hexes are Russian tank units.  -1 odds column shift when attacking.  DX = EXchange.
·	Hard Frost:  Is treated the same as Good for all purposes, and all roads' movement bonuses are again active.
·	Snow:  All roads remain active.  All rivers and lakes are frozen and may be attacked or moved across without penalty.  In the first Snow weather turn, all German units' movement is 2 and all Tactical Advances are only 1 hex, and there are no air operations.  Thereafter, German panzer units may move 3, and Tactically Advance the normal 2.  -1 odds column shift against Axis attacks. In Snow, Shock armies Tactically Advance like Russian tank units.  DX = EXchange.
·	 Weather Determination:  Turn 0 (May 1941) 50% chance of Mud, if a live German player chooses to invade then.  Turns 1-4 Good weather.  There is a 2/3 chance Turn 5 will be Mud, otherwise it is Good.  If Turn 5 was Mud, then Turn 6 is Hard Frost (Good).  If Turn 5 was Good, Turn 6 is SNOW.  Turns 7-8 are Snow.
 



